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O U R  F U N D I N G  P H I L O S O P H Y

 
 

WHY WE ASK FOR DONATIONS…
There are a few reasons WHY, we ask people to partner with us financially.

 
1. Because God told us that was our model when OMMA was founded.

2. It allows us to focus on ministering to fewer students (150 max. per dojo) without
compromise.

3. It allows us to get out of the church (although our Dojos may start there) and into
the community where we will reach people that may not come to church. Cost of
rents, etc.

4. It allows us to provide scholarships to single women, large families, and people in
full time ministry. 

5. It allows us to offer an opportunity to up and coming leaders who might be
considering whether the Lord might be calling them into full time or part time Martial
Arts ministry.

6. It allows us to organize and run our large Group Outreach events which have
reached thousands over the years in tangible ways.

 
 

On Mission Martial Arts, Inc is a federally recognized 501(c)(3), not-for-profit, religious, and
charitable organization. We depend on the financial contributions from our partners in ministry

along with the revenues from our operations to fulfill our Mission with excellence! 
 

Our status as a Religious and Charitable organization plays out in our On Mission Spiritual Fitness
(OMSF) training, our incorporating a Christian worldview into all aspects of the Martial Arts

training, our Bible-based leadership development programs, our Service Project Outreaches to
our local communities and our sponsoring and championing world-wide Missions.



Serving Him with you,

Marco Fiorentino
Founder/Executive Director
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7. It allows us to adopt a place (or places) around the world where OMMA can send teams on
Mission Trips to represent JESUS Christ through word and deed, including using the Martial
Arts as a vehicle in those areas.

8. It allows us to retain our OMMA Instructors long-term. Our instructor team are the greatest
resource we have at OMMA because what we teach, and offer is so unique that only people
who have come up through the program over a number of years can effectively serve in these
roles. It is critical to the ongoing success of OMMA that we retain these leaders and enable
them to reach a place where they can lead unencumbered by the burden of trying to make
ends meet each month!

9. It gives us a competitive advantage in the market, price-wise, so we can try to bring people
into our Christ-centered environment, perhaps helping them avoid a place that will teach a
worldview contrary to the Biblical one. Take ground from secular or Eastern martial arts
schools that are teaching students (explicitly or not) that they are their own god and can do
anything if they just believe it enough.

10. It allows us the capacity to grow, opening new dojos and developing new certified OMMA
instructors. There is no other Christ-centered martial arts organization we are aware of that is
seeking to do what OMMA is seeking to do.


